
On May 18 in Lyon and on September 15 in Vichy, 
the BAPAURA partners (l ist available on p.3) as 
well as their *twinned structures invited for the 
occasion (in particular Syane and ASDER), met
for two technical workshops. They discussed the 
exploratory survey on public buildings in small 
and medium-sized municipalit ies conducted by 
ADEME concerning the decision-making process 
of renovation projects by municipalit ies and 
 

The current geopolitical situation has direct consequences on the BAPAURA
project. Municipalities are faced with a very significant increase in energy
prices, particularly for gas and fuel. The demand for support in monitoring
consumption, optimizing regulations, reducing dependence on fossil fuels
and supporting renovation projects is increasingly pressing. In this context,
the structuring of the support services offered by BAPAURA to municipalities
(allowing to optimize the time spent by the support staff) within the
framework of their renovation projects, is more necessary than ever.

Two days of meetings and sharing
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*Launch of the BAPAURA twinning

The twinning of the BAPAURA project has been underway since May 6. Until 
the end of the project, each BAPAURA partner wil l share, with a similar 
structure based in other territories, the energy renovation support service for 
public buildings developed within the framework of the project.

The objective? To deploy this service and adapt it to other territories and 
enrich the BAPAURA partnership with new experiences.

To learn more, consult the map of the territories covered by the partners and 
their twins on our website. 

shared their tools and their support experiences. These items wil l feed the 
operational toolbox that wil l be made available to the structures accompanying 
renovation projects at the end of the project BAPAURA project.

https://bapaura.fr/partenaires/
https://bapaura.fr/partenaires/
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Site visits schedule

Are you interested in the projects supported by BAPAURA? Do you want to benefit 
from feedback?

BAPAURA partners organize site visits of completed projects. Upcoming events can be 
viewed on the project website. 

Les projets en cours 
d'accompagnement

Remaining project t ime : 11 months out of 
36

Capacity building of BAPAURA partners and their twins

The BAPAURA partners and the twins are
regularly invited to exchange on technical,
administrative or legal issues. This semester,
the partners have shared their experiences in
terms of delegated project management and
have started to build the economic model of
the support service. They wil l benefit from a
guide (drafted by an expert programmer) that
wil l help them to better support municipalit ies
during the start-up of their projects,
particularly in the programming phase.

Currently, 141 projects are in
progress of support in the Auvergne-
Rhône-Alpes region, representing
11.5M euros investment for the
contracts signed. 

See the map of supported projects.
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Signature of a twinning agreement between the presidents 
of SDED, SDE07 and SyME05 during the 38th Congress of 
the FNCCR in Rennes on September 27th

Contrat CPE signé 1%

Figure 2 : Investment progress (k€)

Figure 1 : Supported projects per stage

https://bapaura.fr/actualites-2/
https://bapaura.fr/projets-accompagnes/


Les + de
BAPAURAc 

The BAPAURA project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under the grant agreement no. 891839

BAPAURA was a f inal ist of the
EUSEW (European sustainable
energy week) award in the category
"Young energy trai lblazer"
represented by Marie Jeanmougin
from ADEME, leader of the project.
This prize rewards good practices in
sustainable energy and renewable 

BAPAURA at the EU
Sustainable Energy Week 

Several inauguration events of partners' projects in the region ;
The online toolbox to be accessible by all ;
The présentation of BAPAURA at the Covenant of Mayors in Brussels on
October 18.

The BAPAURA project is starting its third and final year! This one promises to be
rich at the regional as well as European level particularly:

Follow us through:         Linkedin page                   Website

What's next?

FROM THE EU...

energies in four categories: " innovation", " local action for energy", "women in
energy" and "young energy pioneer". Timea Farkas received the award.
Congratulations to al l  the project teams who were f inal ists!

BAPAURA business model: a promising and replicable model!

BAPAURA has been identif ied as a promising practice by Prospect+ for the
innovative aspect of the economic model developed in the region as well  as the
dissemination potential of the toolbox created by the partners.

The European programme Prospect+ is dedicated to the f inancial empowerment
of cit ies and regions for the implementation of energy eff iciency actions and
climate energy plans.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bapaura/?viewAsMember=true
https://bapaura.fr/english-page-bapaura/

